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1. In a few lines, could you describe the main issues that emerged when translating the DAD entry or 
when interacting with the reviewer? 
- issues linked to the context (social, cultural, or curricular); 
- issues linked to the concepts at stake; 
- issues linked to the vocabulary 
The main issues were related to the vocabulary, as specified below.  
Even if the DAD is not yet well known in Italian context, the instrumental approach as well as the 
French tradition in mathematics education and Vygoskian theory are known and used as theoretical 
frameworks. In this sense, the sources of the DAD can be understood. However, the development of 
the DAD introduces new words, as 'Reflective mapping of teacher resource system’ ('Mappatura 
riflessiva del sistema di risorse dell'insegnante') and Inferred mapping of teacher resource system 
('Mappatura dedotta del sistema di risorse dell'insegnante'). 
 
2. Certain concepts, or processes raised difficulties, or discussions between the translator and the 
reviewer. We suggest that you explain these difficulties, and the choices you have made, for the 
notions of resource, document and for about three other notions, which seemed more particularly 
complex (e.g., scheme, operational invariant, instrumentation / instrumentalisation, documentational 
genesis, resource system, reflective investigation…) 

 
 The word designing the concept of Resource 
Possible translations, 
and associated 
definitions (in English) 

"risorsa"  
Treccani, Italian language dictionary: "Any source or medium that serves to 
provide help, relief, support, support, especially in situations of necessity". It 
is also related to the idea of a potentiality that can be exploited, offering new 
possibility in a given situation. 

Final choice, and 
motivation 

We have used the word 'risorsa' in the translation.  
There is not the corresponding verb in Italian that maintains the same root, 
so in Adler's quotation we have kept the English verb in order to show that 
root of the word.  
We have translating the verb "re-source" by "alimentare". 

Scientific references 
using this word in the 
targeted language  

 

 
 The word designing the concept of Document 
Possible translations, 
and associated 

"documento"  
Treccani, Italian language dictionary: 1) "Any material object that can be 



definitions (in English) used for studies, research, consultation, both in their original format and 
reproduced"; 2) "	Any means that proves the existence of a fact, the 
accuracy or the truth of an assertion " 
 

Final choice, and 
motivation 

We have use the word "documento" in the translation. 
We are aware that a new meaning of "document" is introduced by the DAD, 
but that word share its root with the word 'documentation', that is frequently 
used in education.  

Scientific references 
using this word in the 
targeted language  

 

 
 The word designing the concept of "	to didactics" or "du didactique" 
Possible translations, 
and associated 
definitions (in English) 

"alla didattica" 
"per la didattica" 
"della didattica" 
"a ciò che è didattico" 
 
 

Final choice, and 
motivation 

"alla didattica" 
In Italian language, the word 'didactics' or 'didactique' is always translated 
by 'didattica' that is a feminine noun. The reference to a something 
expressed by a masculine noun, as in French version, would not be 
understandable in this article. It would be necessary to give a reference for 
its use in mathematics education in the italian context, but we do not know 
any references. 
 

Scientific references 
using this word in the 
targeted language  

All the article in mathematics education refer to 'didattica'.  

 
 The word designing the concept of tools  
Possible translations, 
and associated 
definitions (in English) 

"mezzo" 
"attrezzo" 
"strumento" 
In all the cases, the nouns refer to something, material, used to accomplish 
a task. 
 

Final choice, and 
motivation 

We have chosen the noun "strumento", even if there is a contrast with the 
same noun as defined in the instrumental approach.    
 

Scientific references 
using this word in the 
targeted language  

 

 
 The word designing the concept of documentation 
Possible translations, 
and associated 
definitions (in English) 

"documentazione" 
Treccani, Italian language dictionary: 1) "	Work that consists in collecting 
and examining documents and other materials to support a historical 
narrative, ...;" 2) "the complex of activities, intellectual and technical 
operations, necessary to collect, classify and make available to scholars the 
bibliographic, informative, documentary materials, etc., useful for advancing 



and perfecting intellectual work. " 
 

Final choice, and 
motivation 

"documentazione" 
The use of the noun "documentation" in the DAD, especially related to 
teacher documentation work, represents an enrichment with respect the 
actual use in Italian education context. In line with the definitions above, the 
creative aspect of teacher work that DAD highlights is not present. This 
arose doubts about the translations of "teacher documentation work" and 
"teacher documentation". We finally decided to translate "lavoro 
documentale" for the former and "documentazione dell'insegnante" for the 
latter.     

Scientific references 
using this word in the 
targeted language  

 

 
3. Other issues that you would like to share 
 
1) The acronyms are different in English version and in Italian translation. 

English Italian 
DAD ADD 
SRRS RSSR 
RMRS MRSR 
IMRS MDSR 

 
2) We list the noun we discussed for their translation 

approche documentaire du didactique Approccio documentale alla didattica 
curriculum resources risorse per il curricolo 
teacher documentation documentazione dell’insegnante 
resources and curriculum design progettazione delle risorse e del curricolo 
professional learning formazione professionale 
tools strumenti 
re-source alimentare 
professional knowledge and beliefs convinzioni e conoscenze professionali 
material curriculum resources risorse materiali per il curriculum 
design, re-design, or ‘design-in-use’ practices pratiche di progettazione, di riprogettazione o di 

'progettazione durante l’uso' 
design capacity capacità progettuale 
documentational expertise competenza documentale 
designer ideatore 
teacher-tool relationship relazione insegnante-strumento 
research design progettazione della ricerca 
the materiality of this work aspetto materiale di questo lavoro 
Inferred mapping of teacher resource system Mappatura dedotta del sistema di risorse 

dell'insegnante 
documentation-workmate collega di documentazione 

 

 


